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Addendum: Cases Cited
Article 58 CISG:
(1) If the buyer is not bound to pay the price at any other specific time, he must
pay it when the seller places either the goods or documents controlling their
disposition at the buyer’s disposal in accordance with the contract and this
Convention. The seller may make such payment a condition for handing over the
goods or documents.
(2) If the contract involves carriage of the goods, the seller may dispatch the
goods on terms whereby the goods, or documents controlling their disposition,
will not be handed over to the buyer except against payment of the price.
…
OPINION
1. Under Articles 30 and 34 CISG, the seller must hand over any document
relating to the goods. Examples of documents relating to the goods
include documents controlling their disposition and also other documents
relating to the goods, such as commercial invoices, insurance policies or
certificates, survey reports, packing lists, certificates of origin, certificates
of quality, and sanitary or phytosanitary certificates.
2. The parties may agree expressly or impliedly on the documents that must
be handed over by the seller to the buyer before the buyer must pay the
price.
3. If the parties have agreed that the buyer shall procure payment by letter of
credit, the letter of credit identifies the documents that must be presented
before payment is to be made.
4. If the parties have not agreed on the documents that must be presented
before the buyer is required to pay the purchase price, Article 58 CISG
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applies. The buyer is then bound to pay the purchase price when the seller
places either the goods or documents controlling their disposition at the
buyer’s disposal in accordance with the contract and the Convention.
5. The words “documents controlling their disposition” in Article 58 CISG
should be interpreted as referring to any document (electronic or paper)
that entitles the buyer to take possession of the goods or, once in the
hands of the buyer, establishes that the seller no longer has the right to
control disposition of the goods.
6. Documents that control the disposition of the goods in this sense generally
include the following:
6.1

6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7
6.8

Negotiable bills of lading, whether issued by an ocean carrier or an
intermediary such as a freight forwarder, multimodal transport
operator (MTO) or non-vessel-operating common carrier (NVOCC);
Straight (non-negotiable) bills of lading;
The consignor’s copy of an air waybill;
The consignor’s duplicate copy of a rail consignment note;
The consignor’s duplicate or first copy of a road consignment note;
Road and rail bills of lading in North America;
Warehouse receipts or warehouse warrants;
Ship’s delivery orders.

7. Documents that do not control the disposition of the goods in this sense
include the following, unless there is a practice established between the
parties or usage that governs the parties’ contract under Article 9 CISG,
requiring presentation of such a document:
7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5

Sea waybills;
Dock receipts, quai receipts or mate’s receipts;
Commercial invoices;
Insurance policies or certificates;
Survey reports, certificates of origin, certificates of quality, and
sanitary or phytosanitary certificates.

***
COMMENTS
1.

Introduction
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1.1
Article 30 CISG imposes the seller’s primary obligations to deliver the goods,
transfer property in them and to “hand over documents relating to them”. Article 34
CISG supplements the seller’s obligation in relation to documents by providing that the
seller must hand over “documents relating to the goods…at the time and place and in
the form required by the contract”. In contrast, Article 58(1) CISG imposes on the buyer
the obligation to pay only when it has received the goods or “documents controlling their
disposition”. Only some of the documents “relating to the goods” are “documents
controlling their disposition”, so there is broad (but not universal) agreement among
scholars that the phrase in Article 58 CISG is narrower in meaning than that in Articles
30 and 34 CISG.1 For example, a document such as a surveyor’s report on the preshipment condition of the goods relates to the goods (and so must be “handed over”
under Article 30 CISG) but it does not control their disposition.
1.2
Because the first sentence of Article 34 CISG refers to the requirements of the
contract, it is generally regarded as being merely declaratory of the obligations that the
seller would have under the contract in any event.2 Thus, the seller must hand over any
documents required by the terms of the contract, or by any usages that govern the
parties’ contract by operation of Article 9 CISG, or by the general principles underlying
the Convention or the applicable national law, by operation of Article 7(2) CISG. 3
However, Article 58(2) CISG qualifies that obligation by providing that the seller may
dispatch the goods on terms that “documents controlling…disposition” of the goods may
be withheld from the buyer until the seller receives payment of the purchase price.
Thus, some types of document must be handed over to the buyer in all circumstances,
whereas the seller may withhold other types of document until the buyer pays the price.

2.

Legislative history of Articles 30 and 34

2.1
Articles 30 and 34 CISG are very similar to their predecessors in the Uniform
Law on the International Sale of Goods (ULIS). Article 30 CISG is similar to Article 18
ULIS; Article 34 is similar to Article 50 ULIS, although the latter provision does not
specifically provide that the seller has the right to cure any lack of conformity in the
documents if they have been handed over prior to the time for delivery.
2.2
Article 30 CISG is almost identical to the first draft produced by the Working
Group on the International Sale of Goods (as Article 14), which was adopted without
comment by Committee of the Whole I in 1977. 4 The text adopted by the Committee of
the Whole was incorporated in the Draft Convention of 1978 (then as Article 28). 5 The
only change made at the Diplomatic Conference in Vienna in 1980 before the article
was adopted was the minor drafting change from “thereto” to “to them”. 6
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2.3
The first sentence in Article 34 is identical to the first draft produced by the
Working Group on the International Sale of Goods (as Article 18), which was adopted
without comment by Committee of the Whole I in 1977.7 The text adopted by the
Committee of the Whole was incorporated in the Draft Convention of 1978 (then as
Article 32).8 The second and third sentences of Article 34 CISG, relating to cure of nonconforming documents and the buyer’s right to damages, were added by the Drafting
Committee to make the provision correspond to what became Article 37 CISG, relating
to the goods themselves.9 The text was adopted without further debate by the plenary
Conference.10
2.4
The UNCITRAL Secretariat Commentary on Article 32 of the 1978 Draft notes
that the article does not list which documents the seller must hand over to the buyer, but
it states that: “In addition to documents of title, such as bills of lading, dock receipts and
warehouse receipts, the seller may be required by the contract to hand over certificates
of insurance, commercial or consular invoices, certificates of origin, weight or quality
and the like.”11 This reinforces the view that Article 34 CISG is merely declaratory of the
seller’s obligation to deliver the documents required by the contract.

3.

Interpretation of Articles 30 and 34 CISG: The parties may agree on the
documents that must be handed over by the seller to the buyer before the
buyer becomes bound to pay the purchase price

3.1
Article 30 CISG states that the seller must hand over any documents relating to
the goods “as required by the contract and this Convention”. Because the CISG
nowhere stipulates what documents must be handed over, it is to the contract that one
must look, as well as any usages that would govern the parties’ contract by operation of
Article 9 CISG and, possibly, the applicable domestic law. 12 The contract may, and
often does, stipulate that the seller must present more documents than those that
control the disposition of the goods for purposes of Article 58 CISG. As stated in CISG
Advisory Council Opinion No. 5, the buyer may withhold the purchase price until it
receives the documents stipulated in the contract, if it would be reasonable to do so.13
3.2
Thus, if the buyer wants to have the right to withhold payment of the price until it
receives a particular document or documents from the seller, it must ensure that that
document is identified in the contract as one that the seller must present. For example,
as stated in black letter para. 7.4, insurance policies or certificates are not “documents
controlling the[] disposition” of the goods for purposes of Article 58 CISG, so in the
absence of explicit agreement by the parties, the buyer would not be entitled to withhold
payment if the seller presented the “documents controlling the[] disposition” of the
goods, such as a bill of lading, but not the insurance policy or certificate. A buyer on
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CIF or CIP terms is entitled to withhold payment of the purchase price until it receives a
conforming insurance policy or certificate, not because of Article 58 CISG, but because
the contract identifies the insurance policy or certificate as a document that must be
presented by the seller.14
3.3
Article 34 CISG is merely declaratory of the seller’s obligation to hand over the
goods “at the time and place and in the form required by the contract”. Because of the
central role played by the contract itself, no generalizations about what documents must
be handed over will be uniformly true. When the buyer agrees to pay by letter of credit,
the presentment deadline under the letter of credit is the date by which documents must
be handed over under Article 34 CISG, if no other date has been agreed.15
3.4
The seller breaches its obligation under Articles 30 and 34 CISG if it hands over
documents that do not adequately establish what they are required to represent. For
example, one arbitral tribunal held the seller in breach for handing over a digital copy of
an airway bill that did not bear the carrier’s seal, rather than the original airway bill or a
copy of the original, because the digital copy did not adequately establish that the seller
had delivered the goods to the air carrier.16 In contrast, another arbitral tribunal held
that the seller had not breached its obligation by handing over a bill of lading dated the
year after the carriage actually took place, because this obvious typographical error
would not affect the buyer’s ability to take delivery of the goods.17 The seller is in
breach if it hands over a certificate of origin showing the wrong country. 18
3.5
As stated in CISG Advisory Council Opinion No. 5, the question whether a failure
to deliver conforming documents amounts to a fundamental breach is to be determined
according to the general mechanisms of the Convention, analogously to a failure to
deliver conforming goods.19 Non-delivery of documents by the agreed time amounts to
a fundamental breach if non-delivery of documents means that the buyer cannot take
delivery of the goods.20 Non-delivery of documents does not amount to a fundamental
breach if the buyer may take delivery of the goods and use them, notwithstanding the
absence of the document. There may be no fundamental breach, for example, if there
is non-delivery of a document such as a survey certificate or insurance certificate
(provided the goods are not damaged or lost), 21 but the same may be true in relation to
documents giving the right to possession, such as a bill of lading, if the buyer can still
get delivery of the goods from the carrier in return for a letter of indemnity or bank
guarantee.22 Delivery of defective documents only amounts to a fundamental breach if
the defect in the documents limits the buyer in using the goods according to its plans. 23
The second sentence of Article 34 CISG provides that the seller has the right to cure
any defect in the documents up to the time required for delivery of them under the
contract.
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4.

Legislative history of Article 58 CISG

4.1
The phrase “documents controlling their disposition” does not appear in the
Uniform Law on the International Sale of Goods (ULIS). Article 71 ULIS makes the
buyer’s obligation to pay concurrent with the delivery of the goods themselves. Article
72(1) ULIS provides that where the contract involves carriage of the goods, the seller
may postpone dispatch of the goods until it receives payment for them. The latter rule
was abandoned when the CISG was drafted because it conflicted with the sales law
practice in many countries.24 Article 72(2) ULIS provides that when the contract
requires payment against documents, the buyer shall not be entitled to refuse payment
of the price on the ground that it has not had the opportunity to examine the goods.
4.2
The principle that the buyer’s obligation to pay is triggered either by placing the
goods or “documents controlling their disposition” at the disposal of the buyer was
introduced in the first draft of Article 58(1) CISG produced by the Working Group on the
International Sale of Goods (as part of what was then Article 39) and was adopted
without comment by Committee of the Whole I in 1977.25 The text proposed by the
Working Group and adopted by the Committee of the Whole was identical to Article
58(1), except for the opening words up to the first comma.
4.3
The text adopted by the Committee of the Whole was incorporated in the Draft
Convention of 1978 (then as Article 54)26 and was adopted, again without comment, as
Article 58 at the Diplomatic Conference in Vienna in 1980.27 The only change made at
the Diplomatic Conference was to introduce at the beginning of the article the words, “If
the buyer is not bound to pay the price at any other specific time”, a proposal made in
the First Committee by Argentina, Spain and Portugal.28 At no time was there any
discussion of what kind of documents would trigger the buyer’s obligation to pay.
4.4
The final form of Article 58 CISG is virtually identical to Article 54 of the 1978
Draft. The UNCITRAL Secretariat Commentary on Article 54 of the 1978 Draft also
simply repeats the phrase “documents controlling their disposition” without
elaboration.29
4.5
Although there was no discussion of the scope of the phrase “documents
controlling their disposition” during deliberations on Article 58 CISG, the same phrase
was discussed during deliberations on what became Article 68 CISG. Article 80 of the
1978 Draft (which became Article 68 CISG) used the same phrase, “documents
controlling their disposition”. At the Diplomatic Conference in Vienna, the First
Committee approved an amendment proposed by the United States to substitute the
words “documents embodying the contract of carriage” for “documents controlling their
disposition”.30 Proposing the amendment, John Honnold said that the expression
“documents controlling the disposition of the goods” was likely to be understood as
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being limited to negotiable bills of lading, whereas the rule about passing of risk in what
became Article 68 CISG should apply whether the document was negotiable or not. 31
The Chairman, Roland Loewe, agreed, saying that the phrase “documents controlling
the disposition of the goods” did indeed mean only negotiable documents.32
5.

General comments regarding interpretation of Article 58 CISG

5.1
Unless the parties agree on some other time for payment, the buyer’s obligation
to pay the purchase price is triggered under Article 58(1) CISG only when the goods or
“documents controlling their disposition” are placed at its disposal. If the buyer has
agreed to pay the purchase price by providing a letter of credit, the seller must present
all of the documents stipulated in the letter of credit, whether or not they control the
disposition of the goods, and those documents must be accepted by the nominated or
confirming bank as conforming to the credit before the seller gets paid. 33 As applicant
under the letter of credit, the buyer often makes payment conditional upon presentation
of many kinds of document that do not control the disposition of the goods, such as
commercial invoices, survey certificates, certificates of origin, packing lists, and so on.
By agreeing to payment under a letter of credit, the seller therefore accepts that it must
present all of these documents before it is entitled to be paid. Thus, Article 58(1) CISG
only has practical significance when payment is to be made other than by letter of
credit.
5.2

The Chinese and Russian texts of Article 58 CISG, “控制货物处置权的单据” and

“либо товарораспорядительные документы” are equivalent in meaning to the English
text “documents controlling their disposition”. However, in the Arabic, French and
Spanish texts, Article 58 CISG speaks literally of documents representing the goods,
although in Spanish, at least, the phrase is understood in the narrower sense to mean
documents entitling the holder to possession.34 In French, the relevant phrase is: “des
documents représentatifs des marchandises”. In Spanish, relevant phrase is: “los
correspondientes documentos representativos”. In Arabic, the relevant phrase is:
.
5.3
Strictly speaking, a document only controls the disposition of the goods if it
controls the right to possession of them, as does a negotiable bill of lading. As a result,
Article 58(1) CISG does not apply to any of the following transport documents: sea
waybills, air waybills and other non-negotiable documents, despite the fact that these
are all documents that are commonly used in modern international transportation. A
broader view of acceptable transport documents is found in the provisions of the
Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits, 2007 revision (UCP 600),
which contains provisions relating to several types of non-negotiable transport
documents that do not represent the goods in the strict sense of controlling the right to
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possession.35 If the buyer is to pay by letter of credit, it can ask for presentation of any
of these types of document as a condition for payment under the letter of credit.

6.

Documents that control the disposition of the goods for purposes of
Article 58 CISG

(a)

Negotiable bills of lading, whether issued by an ocean carrier or an
intermediary such as a freight forwarder, multimodal transport operator
(MTO) or non-vessel-operating common carrier (NVOCC)

6.1
A negotiable bill of lading is undoubtedly a document controlling the disposition of
the goods, under Article 58 CISG.36 The carrier is entitled and obliged to deliver the
goods to the holder of the original bill of lading, without inquiring about whether it is the
true owner of the goods.37 The document controls the right to possession of the goods,
so it would qualify as a “document[] controlling…disposition” for purposes of Article 58
CISG.
6.2
Increasingly often, negotiable bills of lading are issued not by an ocean carrier
but by an intermediary. Such intermediaries are called different things in different
countries, often indicating slight differences in their function: freight forwarders, nonvessel-operating common carriers (NVOCCs), logistics operators, multimodal transport
operators (MTOs), etc. Intermediaries of this kind undertake to arrange transportation
from one country to another but very often, they undertake little or none of the carriage
themselves, instead sub-contracting with road, rail, ocean and sometimes air carriers
who perform the actual carriage.38 The intermediary usually issues a bill of lading to the
seller when the seller hands the goods over to the first sub-contracting carrier. The
intermediary in turn usually receives some kind of transport document from each of its
sub-contracting carriers pursuant to the sub-contracts between it and them. The
document that passes from the seller’s hands to the buyer’s hands under the sale
contract is the intermediary’s bill of lading, not the sub-contracting carriers’ transport
documents. Because the intermediary does not have (and may never have had)
possession of the goods itself, the intermediary can only fulfill its promise to deliver to
the holder of its bill of lading if the sub-contracting carriers fulfill their promise to deliver
the goods to the intermediary. As a result, the intermediary’s bill of lading does not in
itself control the disposition of the goods, in the narrow sense of giving the holder the
right to possession of the goods. The intermediary’s bill of lading only gives the holder
the right to possession in combination with the transport document issued to the
intermediary by the ocean carrier (or other sub-contracting carrier). Under a strict,
narrow, interpretation of Article 58 CISG, it should probably therefore not qualify as a
“document[] controlling…disposition” of the goods. Such a document should, however,
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be regarded as a document controlling the disposition of the goods at least as between
the holder of the document and the intermediary who issued it. It constitutes a receipt
for the goods and an undertaking by the intermediary to arrange for transportation of
them to the agreed destination, even if the intermediary can only give the buyer
possession of them at the destination once it has taken possession from the actual subcontracting carrier.

(b)

Straight (non-negotiable) bills of lading

6.3
“Straight” bills of lading name the consignee. They are not negotiable but they
must be transferred to the named consignee and presented to the carrier in order for the
consignee to be entitled to take possession of the goods. 39 Because the carrier is
entitled to demand surrender of the original straight bill of lading before handing over
the goods, a straight bill of lading is clearly be a “document[] controlling…disposition” for
purposes of Article 58 CISG, as the buyer cannot take possession of the goods without
the original document.

(c)

The consignor’s copy of an air waybill

6.4
Air waybills are non-negotiable transport documents for carriage of goods by air.
The intended consignee is named on the waybill. The consignee is entitled to demand
delivery of the goods after arrival of the goods at the place designated for delivery. That
is the position under the international conventions governing international carriage of
goods by air.
6.5
When the country of departure and the country of arrival are both party to the
Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules for International Carriage by Air 1999
(the Montreal Convention), the Convention governs the carriage.40 Article 13.1 Montreal
Convention requires an air carrier of cargo to deliver the cargo to the consignee on
arrival at the place of destination, unless the consignor has exercised a right of disposal.
The consignor may stop the cargo in transit or may require the carrier to deliver it to a
consignee other than the one originally designated, but it can only do so upon
presentation of the consignor’s copy of the air waybill.41 The Montreal Convention does
not confer a similar right of disposal on the consignee. Although the buyer/consignee
does not need to get the seller/consignor’s copy of the waybill to take delivery from the
carrier, the buyer/consignee cannot be sure that the seller/consignor will not exercise its
right to redirect the cargo to another consignee unless and until it receives the
consignor’s copy. Thus, although the consignor’s copy of the air waybill plays no part in
establishing the consignee’s right to delivery of the goods from the carrier, the
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consignor’s copy should still be regarded as a “document controlling…disposition” of the
goods for purposes of Article 58 CISG because the buyer/consignee cannot be sure
that it can take possession of the goods until it receives that document. As a result, the
buyer is entitled to withhold payment until the document is produced.
6.6
The position is the same when the country of departure and the country of arrival
are both party to the Convention for the Unification of Certain Rules Relating to
International Carriage by Air 1929 (the Warsaw Convention),42 or if both countries are
party to the Warsaw Convention as amended at the Hague 1955, 43 or if both countries
are party to the Warsaw Convention as amended at the Hague 1955 and by Protocol
No. 4 of Montreal 1975.44 In each case, the Convention and/or Protocol provides that
the consignor may stop the cargo in transit or may require the carrier to deliver it to a
consignee other than the one originally designated, but only on production of the
consignor’s copy of the air waybill.45 Thus, the consignor’s copy should be regarded as
a “document controlling…disposition” of the goods for purposes of Article 58 CISG.
6.7
Where either the country of departure or the country of arrival is not party to the
Montreal Convention or the Warsaw Convention (or any of its Protocols), the
consignor’s right to stop the goods in transit or to redirect them depends upon the terms
of the air waybill and the relevant national law.
6.8
The Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits, 2007 revision (UCP
600) makes provision for presentation of an air waybill for payment under a letter of
credit, despite the fact that such a document is non-negotiable.46

(d)

The consignor’s copy of a road or rail consignment note

6.9
International road and rail carriage is usually done under non-negotiable
transport documents known as consignment notes. Consignment notes do not control
possession of the goods but merely provide evidence of the contract and the condition
of the goods received for carriage. The consignee is entitled to demand delivery of both
the goods and the consignment note after arrival of the goods at the place designated
for delivery. That is the position under the international conventions governing
international carriage of goods by road and rail.
6.10 When the country of departure and the country of arrival are both party to the
Convention Concerning International Carriage by Rail 1980 (COTIF), rail carriage is
governed by the Uniform Rules Concerning the Contract of International Carriage of
Goods by Rail (CIM), which is Appendix B to COTIF.47 When either the country of
departure or the country of arrival is party to the Convention on the Contract for the
International Carriage of Goods by Road (CMR), road carriage is governed by CMR. 48
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Under both conventions, the consignee is entitled to demand delivery of both the goods
and the consignment note after arrival of the goods at the place designated for
delivery.49
6.11 Because the consignee takes delivery of the goods and the consignment note
from the road or rail carrier at the same time, the consignment note itself does not
constitute a “document controlling…disposition” of the goods under a literal
interpretation of Article 58 CISG.
6.12 Both CIM and CMR give the consignor the right to modify the contract of carriage
by giving subsequent orders to the carrier including, in particular, the right to deliver the
goods to a consignee different from the one entered on the consignment note. 50 The
consignee has that right under CIM unless the consignor indicates to the contrary on the
consignment note; under CMR, the consignee has a right of disposal only if the sender
makes an entry to that effect on the consignment note.51 In order to exercise the right of
disposal, the consignor or consignee must produce to the carrier the duplicate
consignment note (in the case of CIM) or the first copy of the consignment note (in the
case of CMR).52 Thus, the consignor is no longer entitled to redirect the goods if it has
sent the duplicate or first copy to the consignee.53 Conversely, the consignee cannot
exercise the right of disposal until it has received the duplicate or first copy from the
consignor.54 As a result, it has been suggested, albeit tentatively, that the provisions in
CIM and CMR about the right of disposal have the effect that the duplicate consignment
note (in the case of CIM) or the sender’s copy 55 of the consignment note (in the case of
CMR) is a document controlling the disposition of the goods for purposes of Article 58
CISG.56 Although the document itself does not control the right to take possession of
the goods, the duplicate or sender’s copy does give the sender the right to redirect
delivery. Thus, the sender/seller should not be entitled to payment under Article 58
CISG until it has presented the buyer with the document.
6.13 When either the country of departure or the country of arrival is not party to
COTIF, or when neither country is party to CIM, the consignor’s right to stop the goods
in transit or to redirect them depends upon the terms of the road or rail consignment
note and the relevant national law.
6.14 The Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits, 2007 revision (UCP
600) makes provision for presentation of road and rail consignment notes for payment
under a letter of credit, despite the fact that such a document is non-negotiable.57

(e)

Road and rail bills of lading in North America
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6.15 In North America, transport documents for carriage by road and rail are called
bills of lading. In the United States, for example, a road or rail carrier receiving goods
for transportation from the United States to another country must issue a receipt or bill
of lading.58 All bills of lading, including road and rail bills, may be either negotiable or
non-negotiable.59 Because road and rail bills of lading issued in the United States are
subject to the same provisions as those governing bills of lading for carriage of goods
by sea,60 they are “documents controlling [the] disposition” of the goods for purposes of
Article 58 CISG, unlike their counterparts under CIM and CMR.

7.
(a)

Other documents giving the holder the right to possession
Warehouse receipts or warehouse warrants

7.1
The document known in some countries as a warehouse receipt and in others as
a warehouse warrant functions in much the same way as a bill of lading, but for the fact
that the goods are not in transit in the possession of a carrier but rather are static in the
possession of a warehouse keeper. When goods are deposited with it, the warehouse
keeper issues a warehouse receipt, which may be negotiable or non-negotiable. A nonnegotiable warehouse receipt is made out to a particular person, promising return of the
goods to that person. A warehouse receipt is negotiable if it provides that the goods in
the warehouse are to be delivered to bearer or to the order of a named person. The
holder of a negotiable warehouse receipt may sell or pledge the goods in the
warehouse by dealing with the document.
7.2
Because it functions much like a bill of lading, a warehouse receipt or warrant is
clearly a “document[] controlling…disposition” of the goods in the warehouse for
purposes of Article 58 CISG. The fact that the goods remain in the warehouse until
delivered to the holder of the document is immaterial, as they may still be the subject of
a sale contract governed by the CISG if the seller and the buyer are in different
Contracting States.61 The German Bundesgerichtshof has described a warehouse
receipt (in German, Lagerschein) as a “true transfer document” (“echten
Traditionspapiere”), listing it as an example of the kind of document to which Article
58(1) CISG clearly applies.62 Similarly, the Kantonsgericht St. Gallen in Switzerland
described a negotiable warehouse receipt (“Orderlagerschein”) as the kind of document
to which Article 58 CISG clearly applies.63
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(b)

Ship’s delivery orders

7.3
When goods are carried in bulk, a document known as a ship’s delivery order is
often generated by the carrier. The shipper of goods carried in an undifferentiated
bulk64 may sell parts of the cargo to different buyers. The seller, who holds a single bill
of lading for the whole cargo, must be able to split the cargo if it is to sell parts of it to
different buyers. That is achieved by the seller-shipper surrendering the bill of lading to
the carrier in return for several ship’s delivery orders corresponding to the amounts to
be delivered to each of the buyers. The seller-shipper tenders a delivery order to each
buyer, who takes delivery from the carrier of the quantity of cargo corresponding to its
delivery order.
7.4
Standard form contracts for the sale of bulk cargoes often expressly exclude the
65
CISG,
so the question whether a ship’s delivery order is a “document[]
controlling…disposition” for purposes of Article 58 CISG will seldom arise in practice. If
the question does arise, it seems clear that a ship’s delivery order should qualify as a
“document[] controlling…disposition” of the goods, under Article 58 CISG, if tender of
such a document is permitted under the sale contract. For all practical purposes, a
ship’s delivery order functions in the same way as a bill of lading, except that it applies
to an undifferentiated portion of the cargo on the ship.66 Each buyer needs the ship’s
delivery order to take possession of its portion of the goods on the ship.

8.

Documents that do not control disposition of the goods for purposes of
Article 58 CISG

(a)

Sea waybills

8.1
Sea waybills are non-negotiable transport documents for carriage of goods by
sea. The intended consignee is named on the waybill. The carrier undertakes to
deliver to the named consignee. There is no “surrender clause” on a sea waybill as
there typically is on bills of lading, requiring one of the original bills of lading to be
surrendered to the carrier in return for the cargo or a delivery order. Thus, the named
consignee does not have to present the original sea waybill to the carrier in order to
take delivery. The named consignee simply identifies itself to the carrier as the person
to whom delivery must be made. 67 Because there is no longer any need to present an
original document to take delivery from the carrier, sea waybills are very often made in
electronic form and are simply e-mailed from consignor to consignee.
8.2
Given these qualities, a sea waybill is not a “document[] controlling…disposition”
of the goods for purposes of Article 58 CISG. The document merely reflects the
delivery instruction given by the shipper to the carrier. Unlike a bill of lading, the
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document itself has no impact on the disposition of the goods, which will be delivered by
the carrier to the consignee no matter what happens to the waybill document. The
consignee would be entitled to possession of the goods on arrival even if it never
received a copy of the sea waybill, because the carrier’s obligation is simply to deliver to
the named consignee upon proper identification.
8.3
Some sea waybills reserve to the shipper the right to change the consignee after
the goods have been shipped. Others provide that the shipper is entitled to transfer the
“right of control” to the consignee, provided that option is noted on the sea waybill and
exercised before the carrier receives the cargo. These variants allow one or other
party, either the shipper or the consignee, to change the delivery instructions by
substituting a new person to whom the carrier must make delivery. 68 So long as the
shipper/seller retains the right to instruct the carrier to deliver to someone other than the
named consignee, the consignee/buyer cannot be sure that the shipper/seller will not
exercise its right to redirect the cargo to another consignee. However, unlike the similar
situation in relation to air waybills governed by the Montreal Convention or the Warsaw
Convention (or its Protocols) (see paras 6.5 and 6.6) and road and rail consignment
notes governed by COTIF and CIM (see para. 6.12), the shipper may do this simply by
giving written instructions to the carrier, without the need to present any copy of the sea
waybill.
Thus, even when the option to change the identity of the consignee is
exercised, the document itself plays no part in the disposition of the goods. It merely
reflects the fact that the shipper has reserved to itself a right, or has transferred a right
to the consignee. The substituted consignee is entitled to take delivery if it can identify
itself as the substituted consignee, not by virtue of the sea waybill document itself, and
receiving a copy of the sea waybill would not verify to the consignee that the shipper
has not exercised its right to name a new consignee. Thus, unlike the consignor’s copy
of an air waybill, or the duplicate copy of a rail consignment note, or the duplicate or first
copy of a road consignment note, a sea waybill is never a “document controlling the[]
disposition” of the goods for purposes of Article 58 CISG.
8.4
The Uniform Customs and Practice for Documentary Credits, 2007 revision (UCP
600) makes provision for presentation of a sea waybill for payment under a letter of
credit, despite the fact that such a document is non-negotiable.69

(b) Dock receipts, quai receipts or mate’s receipts
8.5
Sometimes, a sea-carrier or dock or terminal operator issues a document known
variously as a dock receipt, dock warrant or quai receipt, which acknowledges receipt of
the goods at the port for later shipment on a ship.70 Later, the carrier issues a bill of
lading in return for the dock receipt, based on the information contained in the dock
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receipt. This practice is much less common than it used to be because of the increased
use of multimodal bills of lading, under which the multimodal carrier acknowledges
receipt of the goods long before they even arrive at the port for shipment onto a vessel,
and also the use of “received for shipment” bills of lading issued by the carrier
acknowledging receipt of the goods at the dock or container terminal, which are later
simply indorsed with the words “shipped on board”. Dock receipts may, however, still
be issued for goods not carried in containers (break-bulk cargo), or goods to be
consolidated with other cargoes into containers at the port (LCL or Less than Container
Load cargo).
8.6
Similarly, for bulk cargoes, a document known as a mate’s receipt is sometimes
issued when the cargo is first delivered to the ship, acknowledging receipt of the goods
and stating their apparent condition. The bill of lading is later issued in conformity with,
and in return for, the mate’s receipt.
8.7
Some writers have suggested that documents such as dock receipts should be
regarded as falling within Article 58 CISG if transferred to the buyer. 71 That is
undesirable. The carrier’s obligation is to issue a bill of lading to the shipper named on
the dock receipt or mate’s receipt, regardless of who is actually in possession of the
receipt.72 If the buyer’s obligation to pay were to be triggered by Article 58(1) CISG on
presentation by the seller of the dock receipt or mate’s receipt, the buyer might be left in
the position of having to pay for the goods when the carrier could still, quite properly,
issue a bill of lading to the seller, who could then sell the right to possession to
someone else by indorsing the bill of lading to them. 73 Because the dock receipt or
mate’s receipt is not enough in itself to give the holder the right to possession of the
goods, it should not qualify as a “document[] controlling…disposition” of the goods for
purposes of Article 58 CISG.

(c)

Commercial invoices, survey reports, packing lists, certificates of origin or
quality unless required by Customs or quarantine authorities

8.8
Many other documents about the quality or condition of the goods may be
generated before the goods leave the seller’s country. They are all “documents relating
to the goods” for purposes of Articles 30 and 34 CISG, and so must be handed over
from seller to buyer, but they are not “documents controlling…disposition” of the goods
for purposes of Article 58 CISG, with one possible exception.
8.9
When the buyer pays by letter of credit, it will often require, via stipulation in the
letter of credit issued by its bank, that the seller (the beneficiary under the letter of
credit) should present such documents as a pre-shipment survey report, a packing list
(in the case of goods in containers), a certificate of origin showing in which country the
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goods were produced, sanitary or phytosanitary certificates (in the case of food or plant
products), commercial invoices, etc. As noted above, Article 58(1) CISG has no
practical application in such a case, because it is the letter of credit that governs which
documents trigger the right to payment and when they must be presented.
8.10 If, however, the buyer has not undertaken to pay by letter of credit, the question
may arise whether documents of this kind fall within Article 58(1) CISG, so that the
buyer’s obligation to pay does not arise until it receives them.
8.11 Some scholars have argued that any documents relating to the goods, including
certificates of origin, are “part of the seller’s performance” under Articles 30 and 34
CISG, and so must be presented before the buyer’s obligation to pay is triggered under
Article 58(1) CISG.74
The German Bundesgerichtshof disagreed, stating that
certificates of origin or quality (“Ursprungszeugnisse oder Qualitätszertifikate”) are
neither necessary nor sufficient to require payment of the purchase price by the buyer. 75
In ordinary circumstances, documents like certificates of origin or quality and survey
reports about the quality or condition of the goods do not control the disposition of the
goods for purposes of Article 58 CISG. They are plainly documents relating to the
goods, and so must be presented by the seller under Articles 30 and 34 CISG, but a
buyer who has received a bill of lading or other document entitling it to possession of
the goods should not be able to withhold payment simply because it has not received
something like a certificate of origin or survey report.76
8.12 Other writers have argued that documents such as certificates of origin should
fall within Article 58 CISG, if the buyer is required by the Customs authorities of its
country to present those documents before taking delivery. 77 The same might be said
of commercial invoices if required by Customs authorities, or sanitary or phytosanitary
certificates if required by the quarantine authorities in the importing country. If the
document must be presented to government authorities before the buyer can take
physical possession of the goods,78 it controls disposition of the goods under Article 58
CISG. However, the Kantonsgericht St. Gallen in Switzerland has stated that Article 58
CISG applies to documents such as bills of lading or warehouse receipts but not to
Customs documents (“ein Konossement oder ein Orderlagerschein, nicht um die
Zollpapiere”).79 “Customs documents” (“Zollpapiere”) could refer to any documents
required by the Customs authorities in the buyer’s country, such as a commercial
invoice, a certificate of origin, a phytosanitary certificate, an export declaration or export
permit from the authorities in the seller’s country, import permits from the authorities in
the buyer’s country and so on.
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The CISG-AC is a private initiative supported by the Institute of International Commercial Law at
Pace University School of Law and the Centre for Commercial Law Studies, Queen Mary, University of
London. The International Sales Convention Advisory Council (CISG-AC) is in place to support
understanding of the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods (CISG)
and the promotion and assistance in the uniform interpretation of the CISG.
At its formative meeting in Paris in June 2001, Prof. Peter Schlechtriem of Freiburg University,
Germany, was elected Chair of the CISG-AC for a three-year term. Dr. Loukas A. Mistelis of the Centre
for Commercial Law Studies, Queen Mary, University of London, was elected Secretary. The founding
members of the CISG-AC were Prof. Emeritus Eric E. Bergsten, Pace University School of Law; Prof.
Michael Joachim Bonell, University of Rome La Sapienza; Prof. E. Allan Farnsworth, Columbia University
School of Law; Prof. Alejandro M. Garro, Columbia University School of Law; Prof. Sir Roy M. Goode,
Oxford, Prof. Sergei N. Lebedev, Maritime Arbitration Commission of the Chamber of Commerce and
Industry of the Russian Federation; Prof. Jan Ramberg, University of Stockholm, Faculty of Law; Prof.
Peter Schlechtriem, Freiburg University; Prof. Hiroo Sono, Faculty of Law, Hokkaido University; Prof.
Claude Witz, Universität des Saarlandes and Strasbourg University. Members of the Council are elected
by the Council. At subsequent meetings, the CISG-AC elected as additional members Prof. Pilar Perales
Viscasillas, Universidad Carlos III, Madri; Professor Ingeborg Schwenzer, University of Basel; Prof. John
Y. Gotanda, Villanova University; and Prof. Michael G. Bridge, London School of Economics; Prof. Jan
Ramberg served for a three-year term as the second Chair of the CISG-AC. At its 11th meeting in Wuhan,
People’s Republic of China, Prof. Eric E. Bergsten of Pace University School of Law was elected Chair of
the CISG-AC and Prof. Sieg Eiselen of the Department of Private Law of the University of South Africa
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